















ivy 21. 1930, the representa-
tive great nations of the world
met in London for the avowed purpose
of naval disarmament. Delegate after
delegate pledged Ills country to the
ideal of world peace. Literally hun-
dreds of newspapermen put the scenes
public that watched from across the
seas. Not only the horror aroused
by contemplation of another universal
catastrophe, but also the realization by
intelligent tax-payers that naval pro-
siderable financial discomfort each
year won wide-spread interest for
every proceeding of the Conference.
Radical suggestions from the repre-
sentatives of the chief nations seemed
during the first weeks of the assembly
in London
indications of a spirit favorable
speedy action was President Hoover's
declaration that "We will reduce our
naval strength in proportion to any
other nation's." Another motion that
advertised national sincerity was that
advanced by Delegate Alexander of
Great Britain. First Lord of the Ad-
miralty, when he proposed the com-
plete abolition of submarines. Per-
haps the most startling of all, how-
ever, was the tentative proposal ad-
vanced by England of a scheme to do
away entirely with the battleship.
Three-Power Treaty
don. A treaty lias been drafted and
is at present in the capitals of five
governments, awaiting official appro-
val; but it is a treaty drafted by and
applying directly to England, Japan,
and the United States. To what, ex-
actly, does it actually bind its signa-
Prance and Italy are outside the
diplomatic picture by now. Those
within it are pledged to build no more
battleships for five years; all three are
agreed upon a ratio of ships, arranged
by classes of vessels, to attain which
the United States alone must spend at
least $550,000,000 during the next six
years. Even such limitation of arma-
ments as the Treaty provides for are
weakened by the so-called "Escalator,"
or safe-guarding clause proposed by
Great Britain. This safeguard provides
for i i the tonnage of
notifying the
, the
sitated by the "competitive navy build-
ing" of some nation not signing agree-
ment. The interpretation of this clause
with the facts as they stand today, is
not calculated to arouse great con-
fidence in the efficacy of the Treaty.
For Tardieu in Fiance has laid down a
building program which the British
Admiralty already declare will force
them to take advantage of the Esca-
lator Clause. Italy is said to be plan-
ning two or possibly three great new
eply
claiming that they d(
Tare] if mi's projected in-
Would Not Abolish Subs
The abolition of submarines is :
a dream for future conferences
materialize. It is hoped that France
and Italy may be induced to sig
annex to the Three-Power Treaty
v. Inch will pledge all five natio:
"humanize submarine warfare."
If a comparison of the statements
mentioned in the first paragraphs o
this article with what has just beei
read be made, this question will prob
ably arise: What happened betweei
the end of January and the presen
(Continued on Page 8, Col. 1)
Plans Pique Interest
In Proceedings Of Pr
Inlci nijitiiiL'
begins tomorrow to cap-
ture college attention.
Tea-dancing at Zeta Alpha and
bridge at T.Z.E. will occupy the jun-
iors and their guests from 3:30 un-
til 5:30 tomorrow afternoon. In
the evening an inquisitive assembly
of recruits from other classes will be
permitted to gaze at Prom men dur-'
ing the presentation of Dover Road
by the Wesleyan Paint and Powder
Club. There will be late dancing
open to the college.
Tower Court throws open its doors
to the celebrants at three Saturday
afternoon for tea-dancing. Prom
Dinner will be served at Severance,
Claflin. and Tower Court, while ex-
iles from those houses take refuge
in halls untouched by festive deco-
ration. The Prom itself, culmina-
tion of all hopes and events, will
follow in Alumnae Hall.
COMING EVENTS
There will be room drawing for the
class of 1931 on Thursday, April 24, at
4:00 P.M.. at Billings.
1=1
Names of the participants in the
Fiske Reading and Speaking Contest
are posted on the Reading and Speak-
invited to hear these nine people on
Friday. April 25. at 4:40. Announce-
ment of the prize will be made s*t the
final Davenport Contest on May 16th.
A student recital will be given in
Billings Hall, Friday afternoon, April
25. at 4:40. when the following pro-






Of Trip To Northern Lands
On Monday evening. April 21. at 8
clock, Commander Donald Macmillan
idressed an interested audience at
Alumnae Hall on the subject of Under
-them Lights. The lecture,
roceeds are to aid the Grenfel
in Labrador, was based upon
the personal experiences of the ex-
plorer during his most recent expedi-
tion to the Arctic.
Setting out from Wiscasset, Maine,
i the summer of 1928, Commander
Macmillan, who began his career un-
the guidance of Commodore Peary,
led due north on his twelfth voy-
of exploration. In his small ship.
Bowdoin. named for his Alma
Mater, he sailed for a time along the
of Nova Scotia until he reached
Harbor. Labrador. There at the
famous mission of Dr. Grenfel and his
college assistants, the Macmillan party
)
—a friendly visit
rendered significant by some scientific
the neighborhood. Then
leaving the fishing village behind, the
party again headed for the open seas,
ireds of icebergs.
Hopedale and other settlements along
oast were passed; and finally a
was made at an Eskimo village
3 simply as The Scientific Sta-
There, living comfortably in
iple- walled and double-doored"
built by their own hands, the
party continued for several months the
Page 2, Col. 1)
May Third Chosen As Date
To Entertain Girl Workers
On May 3 there will be an informal
eeting of all those interested in Stu-
nt Industrial work. The subject for
discussion will be the textile industry
in the South. A speaker, to be an-
nounced later, and fifteen girt workers
from the Y. W. C. A. at Brockton will
be the guests of the Wellesley students.
The party will embark on canoes on
Lake Waban, and will picnic on the op-
posite side of the lake. After the in-
formal discussion, the canoes will re-
turn in time for Step-Singing. A no-
tice will be posted on the C. A. boards
in Founders' and the Administration
Building so that those who plan to join






Voice: Rose, softly blooming Spohr
Sigler '33
On Sunday morning. April 27. Dr.
Ashley Day Leavitt, pastor of the Har-
vard Church in Brookline, will preach
in chapel. Dr. Leavitt, who has re-
ceived degrees from Yale University,
Hartford Theological Seminary, and
Bowdoin College, has been at the
Brookline Church since 1919. He is
president of the Greater Boston Fede-
ation of Churches.
r=]
Mr. William Booth Selvie will speak
at Billings Hall at 8:00 P.M. on April
29, on Religion in Vie Modern Life.
Mr. Selvie is an eminent authority on
the philosophy and psychology of re-
Jligion and on comparative religion.
He is principal of Mansfield College
in Oxford, England.
On May 4, Miss Nancy Byrd Turner
will read from her recent book, A
Riband on My Rein.
On May 11, Mr. Hoyland B. Bettinger
will speak on Lithographs, while an
exhibition of Mr, Bettinger's work will
be shown at this time in the Print
On May 18, Miss Alice Mansur will
present a program of Poetry, and will
tell about her experiences in conduct-
ing a Week of Poetry in various New
England towns.
These programs are open to the
public and all who are interested are
cordially invited to attend.
at her house Saturday night i





perceived a plume of i




ROBIN HOOD ROAMS THROUGH WELLESLEY
ALLURED BY GAY MAY DAY FESTIVITIES
Miss Der Nersessian Will Sheriff Strengthens Watches;
Lecture On Manuscript Art Arrest of Rascal Awaited
—*— By Townsfolk ;
lecture on Gospel Illustration in
Byzantine manuscripts will be given on *
, 7, at eight o'clock, in rflMV TQ WnTTTNr.H AM
Art Lecture Room, by Miss Sharpie
tU1V1JL X U™_1_| UMUIIAIVI
Der Nersessian of the Art Department.
early associations with To lift tne general gloom of May 2,
Byzantine art in Constantinople, Miss a trip to Nottingham will perhaps
Der Nersessian has studied for many cheer the jaded seniors, and vastly
Paris under M. Gabriel amuse tne placid underclassmen. On
Millet, one of the world's authorities May ^ 2 . 0() q , ^^ ^^
Byzantine art. Her lecture will
at of some of the earliest compo- wi" become a Manor Ha "' and the
ions designed to illustrate the gos- Green will be the scene of an old Eng-
stories which are revealed through Iish village festival. May Day, the
vivals in later manuscripts. A few heyday of all jovial souls, promises all
the picturesque and less well-known tne thrills of a festival three centuries
>nes will be shown among the Ian- ag0 Tne vmage beauties will certainly
n slides with which the lecture will dance on the green, and perhaps their
be illustrated. swains will engage in a fox hunt. But
*
all good people who attend the festival









As is fitting in an educational insti- old and young in gay holiday attire
tution, there are few subjects more fre- are welcomed. They may dance to
quently discussed by students of I sprightly music, and refresh themselves
Wellesley than the problem of educa-
J
with luscious country viands. It is
tion. Most often it appears in the , even rumored that the lord of the
form of invective directed against the
j
castle may descend to the green to
educational deficiencies of various ' watch the maypole and morris dances,
courses with which the speaker is par- and perhaps to seek a bride among
ticularly afflicted—a fairly constant | the fairest at the festival,
phenomenon. But periodically there One and all; the seniors who so re-
are outbursts of the broad-and-general : cently frolicked in the English "Red
versus narrow-and-specialized combat,
|
Lion," the freshmen who have never
most heated at such seasons as the seen Robin Hood, the juniors who
present, when the choice of electives , must hasten to regain their youth lost
confronts the greater part of the col- ! at Prom, and the poor, jaded sopho-
lege. mores, come one, come all, to Notting-
Fortunately for their intellectual self- ! nam - ant* enjoy May Day in the true
respect, the partisans of each side are old English spirit,





The afternoon .s festival is reany the
eral: "I'm really not terribly good at culmination of the morning's celebra-
anything special" (the more politic tion. The seniors, with gowns care-
form, perhaps, is "not terribly interes- ful jy tied up, and caps carefully fast-
ted"), and the narrow-and-specialized: ened on, will participate in the famous
else"—or, paraphrased, "My abilities 1930's first bride. At 8:00 o'clock, the
and interests are all along that line." seniors in cap and gown and the un-
Inasmuch as every student must, in
j
derclassmen, dressed in white, will
the course of her college career, play march into chapel. The sophomores
both roles—that of a specialist when I are planning mysterious formations
she chooses her major subject, that of and songs which will be given on
a generalist in the choice of her other Tower Court Green in honor of the
courses, the most prolonged debate and
\
seniors, and for the amusement of the
discussion will fail to decide the issue. College at large; and then will follow
Nevertheless, it is of no small interest the second of the three great annual
to discover just what courses she ulti- races as the sophomores hurtle head-
mately elects in her dual character, long down the hill to claim hoops
particularly in that of the generalist, from the waiting seniors, and divest
as this choice might be expected, with themselves of their gaudy placards—
sume justice, to illustrate her concep- the most impetuous race of all, since
tion of a well-rounded education. Let it not only foregoes the senior en-
the cynic jeer, if he will: "What about cumbrances of voluminous gown and
snap courses?" Faith, plus the possi- 1 cap of dubious security, but also covers
bility of so vital a result, lends a cer-
]
a distance much shorter than that of
(Continued on Page 7, Cel. 2) tne ae°nizine Tree Day run. The rest
of the morning, passed within the
cloistered halls of learning, will be
Spanish Club Will Present merely an interlude untu the a"e
„
r-
r noon's entertainment. For at 2:00
Play In May Open Meeting o'clock, Nottingham, wim us festive
# green, and fluttering maypole, will be
On May 2 at 8 00 o'clock in Shakes- the center of tne days excitement.
peare House, the Spanish Club will , The committees for May Day are
present a one-act play, Los Meritarios, 'Mary Chamberlain
by the Brothers Quintero. The pro- ! Chairman of May Day
gram is open and a cordial invitation Jane Kennedy Morning Events
is extended by the Club to anyone who Fla villa Morey Afternoon Events
wishes to attend or who is interested Louise Seedenburg Dancing
in Spanish. Florence Hudson Booths
The play itself promises to be inter- Henrietta Brannon Side Shows
esting. It deals with a group of Beatrice Barasch Costumes
theatrical people, and two young as- Imogene G. Ward Publicity
pirants, who unfortunately have no Eleanor Riddle Music .
talent. Katharine Stanley will coach Helen Breed Decoration
the play. Jean Ancona ..General Arrangements
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
MR. JAMES SHELDON DISCUSSES
PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF PEACE
Mr. James H. Shelden of the Fel-
lowship of Reconciliation in Boston
discussed some of the practical as-
pects of the peace problem in an in-
formal talk given before the Liberal
Club last Friday. After citing examples
of the enormous loss of life and capital
involved in the last war, he went on
to mention its damaging after-effects
on U. S. export trade and the great
progress that has been made in de-
structive methods since 1918.
The Kellogg Pact was a pledge of
national honor and a recognition of
Ailment of that pledge. A working
means of settlement of disputes must
be organized. The judicial and legis-
lative functions of the World Court
sing to sponsor a substitute tor set-
;ment by war.
According to Mr. Sheldon, the prob-
n is to "get people peace-minded."
extend into international relation-
standards of individual con--hin-
the
it is, nevertheless, a condition of that
peace. The passage of the Cruiser Bill
a month after the ratification of the
Kellogg Pact showed a national atti-
tude which looked toward possible
conflict rather than probable peace.
Gradual reduction of armaments is
dangerous in that it keeps the powers
vying with each other even when they
are seeking parity.
Mr. Sheldon concluded by saying
that if we want peace we must pay for
it politically. The recent Naval Parley
in London succeeded only in estab-
lishing an upper limit for one type of
vessel because each nation was intent
upon looking out for her own interests.
Search for Norsemen
Then, once more, the party set sail,
wending its way in the shifting icy
seas toward Greenland. Armed with a
special permit from the United States
government, Macmillan and his fol-
lowers landed on that isolated island
in the search for traces of the lost
Norsemen. After leaving the disease-
free land protected by international
law from immigrants and even foreign
,
the , agaii
prow due north. The .>\prditin n si:
ly came to a standstill at a point
degrees from the pole; and here much
valuable explorative work was
Dog-teams lined up in front 01
sleds, in a manner peculiar tc
Arctic region, were used by the ;
' tists in traveling over the ice. Then
after October 19, when the long Arctic
winter set in, they settled down to
what was like "a quiet evening at
home after a hard day's work." Late
in May, when the shifting ice nearly
the expedition,
ir Wilfred Grenfel
to those of Com-
mander Macmillan, filling in the lat-
>r's remarks with
ie Mission in
Thus in an interesting and graphic
lanner the whole present-day situa-
on in the Arctic was revealed by men
ho have actually known its joys and
s terrors, and who have contributed
teatlv to the advance of science in
SAVAGE CUSTOMS APPEAR IN
MODERN EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS
3de enforced by savage sanctions."
ccording to the statement of John
Langdon- Wavies in his article, Edu-
cation: Savage or Civilized, in the
April Harper's.
In this attack upon education in gen-
eral, and the English Public Schools in
particular. Mr. Langdon-Davies begins
evealing that parents can be classi-
as savage or civilized. Savage par-
nselves; and their cry is dismally
iliar: "What was good enough for
is good enough for my children."
part of the curriculum isThe
e hands of the hiailtv who ;nv in
author's opinion people "whose
; life has been passed in the at-
mosphere of the neurotic race memory
not even an occasional cooling
breath from the grown-up world."
The savage part of education is in the
> of the students.
this point Mr. Langdon-Davies
an interesting summary of educa-
tional methods in savage communities,
with admirable audacity shows
such a curriculum is used today
integral part of our education.
He includes in this list: "physical suf-
fering caused by a great variety of tests
durance," "moral instruction in-
ig tribal usages," "training in
magic of the so-called sympathetic va-
riety whereby love is requited or enemy
injured." The moral code of most
schools is a neurotic savage code and.
'tribal usages relating to obedience.
:ourage, truth, sexual relationships,
reticence, and perseverance."
With disheartening clarity and at-
tention to detail, the author discusses
the separate components to show us
that the same savage code is rampant
in both English and American schools
glimmer
OFF CAMPUS
In the fall of 1931, a new college for
women, founded on the most advanced
theories of education, will be opened in
Bennington, Vermont. The college is
school being judged not enough to ex-
girl if she shows competence in
irticular field. The four-year
till be divided into two sections,
e first two years will be devoted to
ourses in the divisions
mentioned above, with other work in
which the girl is particularly
ested. The work of the last tw
will compare with the tutorial
of English universities. Because
limited resources, the college will
ears to be spent at another
school. The work, in such a cast
would be under the supervision of Ben
nington. An interesting feature is th
long mid-winter vacation, which ex
tends from Christmas to Washington
Birthday. The new college
sored by many educators of older i
more formal institutions who consi
the experiment a worthy one.
Bowdoin students staged a yo !
revolution Saturday night, April 12
protest against the proposed site c
flagpole. At midnight
3i- more students gathered
demonstration.
• tin-.' sunUi trip was begun.
By the first of June, 1929, the Mac-
millan party had reached its return
destination, the Scientific Station, thus
ending its twelfth expedition.
Scientific Knowledge Increased
With the success of this exploration
much scientific knowledge has been
gained concerning the nature of the
Arctic region. Macmillan's research
work has proved valuable and interest-
ing. Slides and photographs showing
this work were used by the explorer to
illustrate his lecture. Thus with the
that children are "sick persons to
nursed into the health and happii
of adulthood." But sadly enough, sav-
age parents are not always replaced by
civilized ones. According to Mr. Lang-
don-Davies, a third type has sprung
the author becomes humorous when he
lat if the anti-savage parent
race-horse, one might say that
i got by Psychoanalysis out of
ar Disillusion." Freedom, the
riehr. direction and is based on the
hope that children, if given sufficient
freedom, will, by a process of trial and
error, work out a code of reasonable
behavior. To this hope, the author
ventures that unlimited freedom would
lead back to savagery. Children with-
out any supervision would bully one
Eskin the
Moravian inhabitants of Greenland,
and the northern-most Indians of the
world were seen living naturally and
happily in their isolated homes. Pic-
tures of the Macmillan party aboard
the Bowdoin, at the Scientific Station.
proposed monument site, sel
It was early in the morning
excitement subsided. The
tion was more than a prank;
serious protest. The student;
a more beautiful and useful
The interest in foreign affairs which
ran its course over Wellesley's campus
earlier this year does not seem confined
ment. Bountiful evidence of this fact
is given in the many European trips
planned this year for the express pur-
pose of studying international affairs
and the interrelation of one country
with another. One of the most out-
standing of these proposed student
tours is the one sponsored by the Con-
federation Internationale des Etudi-
ants, an alliance of thirty-eight na-
tional student unions, of which the Na-
tional Student Federation of America
is the United States' repr
The program for this summei
groups that will take up the probler
book, cinema exchange, i:
relations and travel, inte
university relief and sports. The whe
of the time will not be devoted to bus
ness. The national union, acting
host to the congress, will arrange mai
interesting
ned to
adults. A stone wall looms up here,
too, however; for civilized education is
difficult, -imply because civilized adults
are rare. The author offers the du-
bious consolation that though a hen is
needed to produce an egg and an egg






organized by the fathers
of an address made by President Lewis
at the annual Dad's Day luncheon. In
his speech. Dr. Lewis stated that edu-
cation was composed of three things:
college, the student, and the home, and
that these working together made for
progress. Henceforth, fathers will be
kept officially in touch with college life.
LOST! LOST! LOST!
By a Distracted Senior:—A me-
i*een pen attached, containing
dtes for Art 304. 309, etc. As Gen-
als approach, I am FRANTIC.
fill finder PLEASE communicate
ith Betsey Brooke, 312 Beebe.
HELP WANTED—BADLY
WHITE for May Day
Whether rou're a staid o (1 hoop-rolling Senior
with vnur white die » Iwlilei under a cap and gown,
ur a spic and span yc ling- sop lomore occupying your
small space in the 1 Minerals




the proud title of the "most
stylish girl" of the senior
class. Don't forget that health
is a vitally important factor.
Shredded Wheat adds that
joyous sparkle that makes
every costume moi
tive. Mineral salts and bran
to promote a good complex-
ion—carbohydrates and pro-
teins for energy and fresh-
ness—vitamins for pep and
vigor. Try a biscuit or two
cious u ith milk or cream and
a few slices of your favorite
fruit.






from strictly scholastic pursuits (and
some that should not have been) dur-
yond the academic precincts. Winding
New England roads in April when the
trees are pink and fuzzy at the top,
and the peepers shrill from the mead-
ow pond, and the magnolia trees are
buiMini:
wealth A cinnamon toast
the Wayside Inn
But, being detained
Phi Sigma's open program meeting,
held Saturday evening. April 19, con-
sisted of a play and a series of tab-
leaux. The play was a dramatization
of an incident from Mallory's Morte
&'Arthur worked out by Eunice Collins




been reduced to thirty-five cents
are advised to invest in the yellow
blooms rather than in the forbidden
carbohydrates at the expense o\
figures. But the ice-cream con>
the El Table present strong
And at last curiosity concerning
iiysterious operations in the neighb
lood of Alumnae has been satisfi
laid therein. To be
blazoned above its portals, proclaim-
ing the fact to the searching public,
masculine and otherwise. <N. B. This
is the explanation of the scaffolding.)
[=]
Easter Week-end, for those who were
unfortunate enough to be marooned in
Wellesley, was not without diversion.
Early in the morning, a sleepy-eyed
group gathered around the flagpole at
East Lodge to hear Miss Donnan
eulogize the Minute Men in accordance
the
noon the Marathon runners sprinted
through the village square, sloshing in
the wet. but buoyed up by the sight of
first aid trucks and companions on
bicycles. Slattery's was open Patriots'
Day to help the clothes-conscious stu-
dent prepare for Easter. And the Inn,
too. was celebrating Easter, for it will
soon shine forth resplendent in a new
And with the coming of spring the
optimistic among us renew our at-
tempts to get the elusive little white
sphere into a hole "with instruments
singularly unadapted to the purpose."
We blow the accumulated dust of the
winter months from the slandered "in-
struments," discover to our glee an un-
suspected Kro-flite lurking in a corner,
and set forth. But alas! The old fa-
miliar scenes are altered almost be-
hundred and forty yard hole and a
water hazard to daunt the most hard-
ened enthusiast. And upon waking
the next morning we find ourselves
stiff—in the wrong places! Life at
best is discouraging.
re! The signs and tokens
board proclaim it unmis-
The 8:40 class in Literature 206 has
repeatedly found it an impossibility to
make itself heard above the drilling
Composition offices. There the
jssion was conducted to the
sement of occasional passers-by.
Merlin Evelyn
King Arthur Elizabeth Woltinan
Queen Guinevere ....Martha Dunnick
Launcelot Emily Price







and the Sword Excalibur, the Table
Round and the Holy Grail, the Death
of Elaine, and Arthur and the Three
Maidens.
:are Society held an open
n Saturday, April 19, show-
ork of the Society. Scenes
of Shakespeare's plays were
through the romantic heroine to the
n par excellence in Rosalind.
Elizabeth Patterson read a paper on
iubject. The characters of the






Rosaline Julia Lilly House
Princess E
Katherine Elizabeth Lineberger
Dr. Henry Sloane Coffin, president of
Union Theological Seminary, delivered
the Easter Sermon on April 20, in the
Chapel.




of the universe something responds to




'25 Lorraine Hadesty to Mr. J.
'28 Beatrice Weeks to Mr. Robert
P. Bostwick.
'29 Hortense C. Dutcher to Mr.
Mario Lucci.
Abby Johnson to Mr. Robert C.
Langdon on March 29 at Grafton,
Barbara Lansburgh to Mr. V.
Theodore Loewenstein on April 14 at
*W York City.
'29 Harriet Delicate to Mr. Thomas
Shore on April 5
s You Like It
Orlando
Rosalind
1> YVI M'ORT CONTEST
Beatrice Cox Elisabeth, on March 20.
...Elizabeth Dixon : 22 To Catherine MoReynoIds Barnes
! a son, Richard, in January.
Joan Pierson | '22 To Elizabeth Willcox Kidwell a
Pauline Humeston
|
tnil'd child and second daughter, Emily
Magee, April 13.
'22 To Dorothy Blossom Gardner a
son, Richmond, January 29,
'22 To Eleanor Bye Newkirk a son,
George Robert. October 28.
'22 To Rudisill Freeman Ninde a
d:'UL:h!er. Barbara. March 28.
'24 To Dorothy Lewis Mitchell a son.
Samuel L.. Jr.. March 3.
'26 To Ruth Lawrence Briggs a sec-
ond son, William Lawrence, March 17.
'27 To Etta Weiss Goodman a
daughter. Sarah Jean. February 11.
The preliminaries for the Davenport
mtest will take place on May 9 at
30 P. M., and the finals, to which the
whole college is cordially invited, on .
May 16 at 4:40 P. M. At this time the I
iers of the Fiske Prize will be an-
lced. All seniors who have taken
!
electives in Reading and Speaking i
eligible for the contest, and should
I
notify the Department immediately,
i
from a play, a three-minute lyric, and
Dicil
GERMAN FELLOWSHIPS
Gladys Meyer, Dorothea Schmel
id Anna Bittner have been awan
fellowships which will enable them
iue their studies next year
Germany. Gladys Meyer will go
fort and Dorothea Schmelzer e
Bittner to Munich.
PRESS BOARD CONFERENCE
Helen Pocock, Henrietta Brannon,
id Mary Gion will represent Welles-
t College at the Press Board Confer-






Lands of the Midnight Sun
S. S. POLONIA, June 17
BALTIC AMERICA LINE
*ltt«f«%
'Just the article specialty
PENDLETON, INC.






5'5 » 29 75
Just in time for warm Spring days! And it's amazing what capti-
vating little affairs they are, in shantung, pique, chiffon voile, silk
crepe, and linen,—frocks for golf, tennis and casual Campus wear
from now 'till June.
Left,—Shantung jacket frock, all colors, 10.75.
Right,—Silk crepe capelet frock, pastel shades, 16.50.
Lucien Lelong's personal representative will be at the Wellesle:
Shop, April 24, 25, 26, to explain the importance of perfume
selected to complete your individual ensemble.
SlatteryS





H. L. FLAGG CO.
COLO STORACE FOR FURS




tables must look right—color combinations must be
impressive 'cause they may mean party success or
failure—especially if the boys are bashful.
Here at Fraser's you can get the flowers you








WELLESLEY, MASS., APRIL 24, 1930
IT'S UP TO YOU!
Those of us who courageously
climbed out of bed at an extremely
early hour one morning last January,
confident that the London Naval Con-
ference could not fail to be wonderfully
admit that the result has not been
wonderful, and scarcely, if at all, suc-
cessful. At first blindly enthusiastic,
we are inclined now to become cynical.
)ur opti-
;
tainly one more conflict, is inevitable.
But there is no progress in pessimism.
Distant and elusive as it may appear,
peace is the goal toward which we must
aim. If the nations are to be pre-
vented from building up to the limits
allowed them by the present treaty, if
the 1936 conference is to secure drastic
reduction and to precede even more ef-
Yet
the has
to gain a sane perspective of the whole
situation. The condition is grave, and
controlled by bickering we despise and
public opinion we scorn.
Recalling the tremendous waste of
the last war—something like 320 bil-
lions of dollars and 37 million men
killed outright; figuring the expense of
the amount spent on two battleships
would build and endow Harvard Uni-
versity)
; and imagining the result of a
future war in which airplanes will be
radio-operated and poison gases will
destroy cities in a few seconds, five na-
tions agreed to meet in London for the
purpose of reducing the amount of
their armament. And their conference
failed, partially because it never suc-
ceeded in finding an adequate means of
cause each country's proposal was
prompted less by a desire to eliminate
ibyj
scrap battleships because of American
objection, or submarines because of
French, Italian and Japanese refusal,
or cruisers of a certain size because of
English demands, the delegates secured
the limitation of only one type of ship
and made a treaty which is both inade-
quate and ineffective.
Despite President Hoover's boast in
aVmun-tnited that it will not sin-
gly or wholeheartedly support a rad-
reduction of armaments; and de-
e the president's confident messages
;he newspapers, the Conference has
ieved no substantial reduction of
remain uninformed and unintelligi
We see America advocating peace w.
she simultaneously refuses to join
League of Nations and hesitates
support the World Court, and yet
are unwilling to examine the facts :
judge for ourselves whether our nat
can be justified or whether it should
immediately and emphatically c
demned. We see that "conference'
not the magic word which will solve
the world's difficulties, and so we
cide that everything is futile.
There is a possibility, of course, t
this may be true. Perhaps war, or c
we are taking our place as leaders of
.i phytic public. And if we do not ed-
scathing
the line of least
nats bickered an
labl*-. nbout their grei
tempts lor peace.
faculty
opinion, and thus perhaps muti
derstanding might obviate the
sr such ineffective protests
LOOKM RJRWARD
college bulletin of courses, and con-
stantly in thought and conversation we
find ourselves considering the problem
We recognize the con-
flicting forces, which must be rationally
after the courses which
)r our major or for the
work which we plan to do after leaving
college are included in our program,
still remains a disquieting ques-
>r many of us. Each of us feels
he can gauge to a certain extent
ental ability, and in electing our
To ignore this would be
foolhardiness, and yet when our
thoughts keep leading us temptingly
back against our better judgment to
ject it. The course will probably :
which is a further development c
subject which has especially
lead us beyond our mental depth. We
are not lazy, but we are cautious, and
in the d the ver<
' moved us ( deny ourselves
the course may be the most important
reasons why we should have taken
upon ourselves the work. It has been
said that "Capacity grows out of desire
much oftener than desire out of capac-
we launch ourselves into deeper water.
We should elect our courses not think-
ing only in terms c*f our past capacity,
but rather thinking of that future de-
velopment which we desire to achieve.
Wails manner in which the
From '31 general examination will
be conducted next year
seems to have aroused a storm of pro-
test from the class that will be the first
to serve as the subject for the experi-
ment. The plan as a whole does not
seem objectionable, but the wisdom of
announced, seniors will be excused dur-
ing the week preceding the examina-
tion from their grade three courses.
According to academic requirements,
however, a senior need not, unless she
so wishes, carry more than one grade
three course. There is therefore the
possibility that many seniors may find
it necessary to attend the meetings of
viewing for the general examination.
Obvumslv tins does away with the pos-
sibility for the intensive correlation
that is supposedly made possible by the
five or six days of absence from classes.
It is to be hoped that the Academic
Council will take some step toward
making its new system somewhat more
practicable than it seems in the light
The blossoming forth of
Can We the Heretics' Board has
Be Candid? served to awaken opin-
ions which had been
either formless and vague, or else per-
fectly definite but dormant. The col-
lege is doubtless glad to have its ideas
so conveniently aired for it, in this
springtime of the year, and will prob-
ably welcome more expressions of pub-
lic opinion. But perhaps, too, it is be-
ginning to realize the futility of blind
ism. It is good for these ideas to





ie present subject, if criticism
it is intelligent and
;ive. it is a girl's duty to go to
i of the department or to the
the College. There her willing-
Free Press Column
All contributions for this column
must be signed with the full name
of the author. Initials or numerals
will be used if the writer so desires.
The Editors do not hold them-
selves responsible for opinions and
statements in this column.
Contributions should be in the
hands of the Editors by 10 A. M. on
Sunday.
THE BROOKS ROOM
To the Wellesley College News:
We hope that the person (or persons)
sponsible for the damage in the
Brooks Room has been feeling sincerely
led of herself. No explanation
has been offered, and the Library nat-
,
on account of a few careless
those girls who really enjoy using the
oom. College Government feels sorry
or the distinct lack of responsibility
hown by the individual responsible for
he vandalism.
The Brooks Room was opened in
921. Since that time it has been
losed three or four times, mainly be-
ause girls took books away from the
room. Since we have only two rules to
2. No ink used here.
think that we might make an ef-
to abide by them, There seems to
o way of assuring the Library Stall
iture safety. I presume that there
always be a small number of peo-
i'ho absolutely lack a sense of com-
ity responsibility. But let's pledge
;lves to do our part toward build-
up a public feeling about commu-
ownership. If Miss Roberts could
that the students of Wellesley
; to help make the Brooks Room
sort of place its founders meant it
e, a place for browsing or quiet
study on the part of
responsible girls, I'm sun
Room would be opened to
A LIBRARY LAMENT
Wellesley College News-
are studied far from their natural hab-
itat. For her enlightenment, I wish to
explain that the much-frequented
rooms where reserve books reside are
too noisy for purposes of study. The
penetrating whisper in which library
conversations are carried on is pecu-
liarly exasperating. Words almost
heard, automatically force the curious
to listen, despite all efforts at concen-
tration. If those who wish to say more
would be forced to migrate to
stacks, at present almost the onl;
v ntlv quiet place in the library.
E. U., 1'.
THE RUSHJOJOWER
To tlie Wellesley College News:
The tendency of the majority o
major officers, as well as of a large
group of minor officers, to choose
Tower Court as their residence is of
questionable wisdom, and is a privilege
that should be foregone by a large
number of them. While it is true that
ea^iU -iM-
is another side o
nust be taken into
is the duty of the va-
llege organizations to satisfy
s of the student body. Obvi-
all, or most, of the officers livt
ormitory, the point of view o:
group of the students is repre
l the activities. Only as th<
some in another,
third, can they ho
the complete desi
student body. It
the grouping of r
;nll
REJOINDER
To tlie Wellesley College News:
May I suggest that when Mrs.
Hanna MacCormick is invited to speak
to a Wellesley College audience, w<
have on the program Mayor Bill
Thompson of Chicago, and that his
topic be "How to Keep King George
out of the United States"? And while
we're making an evening of it, why nc
also invite the president of the D.A.R,
1931.
To the Wellesley College News:
In regard to the editorial about the
Swimming Pool Drive in the NEWS
last week, there seems to be a mistaken
idea about its true purpose. Therefore
T would like to state several good rea-
sons why a great many people in col-
lege and outside of college think the
drive is worth while. Namely:
1. Besides a pool, a new gymnasium
is to be constructed with the money.





3. Though the Swimming Pool
be a luxury, just as are society he
gcthic dormitories, long mirror
doors, kitchenettes, radios, and in
equ physical
since almost anyone will grant that
swimming is one of the most benefi-
cial sports there is. That this truth is
recognized is shown by the fact that
many students now go into Brookline
4. Moreover, considering the amount
:>f money already received through the
drive and the response in former years.
i that the feeling ex-
editorial is not universal.
I feel i
the i
i oi tne anve, nor the way in which
money is being obtained. She
2S that "the full attention of the
ents. faculty, parents, and alum-
i Continued on Page 7. Col. 3)
He thought he would improve his mind
By reading some poetry.
He got out a volume
He read the Bells.
He enjoyed it. but he observed
That the author had made a very great
oversight.
Perhaps it was because Mr. Poe never
lived in a dormitory.
Then Adonais got out his fountain pen.
He wrote two more verses to the Bells
tgap 'Mr.
Hear the jangling of the bell-
Rising bell!
What a world of misery its dreaded
sounds foretell!
In the chilly air of dawn!
Making bed seem more delicious.
Making class far from our wishes,
Bidding rest and peace be gone;
Keeping time, time. time.
In a most unwelcome rhyme—
Ah! the sharp reiterations that so hor-
From the bell, bell, bell, bell,
Hear the calling of the bell—
What a world of sustenance its v
come sounds foretell!
How it summons, summons, si
In the onion-scented night.
Calling us to soup and spinach,
Calling us to hash and pie which
Are not always pure delight.—
Keeping time, time, time.
In an eager hungry rhyme—
With what all-compelling melody
joyous tones can swi
From the bell. bell. bell.
Bell, bell, bell.
From the sweet enticing su
the bell.
RIMED EDITORIALS
Should programs be mixed
And requirements fixed?
Shall we major in lit
Coerced athletically.
Prodded aesthetically.









But alas! Directly across the street
Tacked to a tree is the chilling sign-
"Flowers are nicer than things to ea
Buy a daffodil instead of a sweet."
A PENITENT SENIOR
packed my five big notebooks
made a busy sign,
dragged my load to Denton Roa
And budgeted my time.
Alas for pious planning—
low I cram for my exam













Though the entire comedy is highly
entertaining, most commendation in
Rachel Crothers" Let Us Be Gay goes
to the character portrayal, especially
that by Francine Larrimore and Char-
lotte Granville. As for the play it-
self, the tense, modern life, the utter
lack of convention, the perfect frank-
ness of thought, and the beautiful
but unsuccessful attempts to conceal
beginning to end.
Francine Larrimore as Kitty Brown
moves with agility, speaks quickly,
dresses ravishingly, and, on the whole,
sympathetically acts the part of the
young divorcee. For three years she
stays in Paris, trying to hide her lone-
liness by being gay. Upon her return
to America, Kitty is invited to Mrs.
the purpose of taking away a man
from this woman's granddaughter.
When she is introduced to him, both
of them are too speechless to explain
the situation to the guests, for he is
the very husband she divorced three
tions during the whole week-end, un-
former wife, who had obstinately re-
fused to try to take him away from the
young girl. That this graceful girl of
20, "ready for life," is engaged to marry
a perfectly nice young man, makes no
difference to her. Kitty generously
attempts to wake her up and to save
her from being disillusioned after
marriage, as she herself had been.
Just as praiseworthy as Francine
Larrimore is Charlotte Granville as
cynical, fat woman has a voice that
thunders, a well -developed vocabulary
of profane exclamations, and a knack
for saying the funniest things possible
at the appropriate moment. Concerned
only with her grand-daughter, whom
she wishes to see happily and suitably
married, she neglects her duties as a
hostess, leaving her guests to entertain
themselves and appearing only in the
E. J. H., '31.
On Tuesday afternoon, April 15, Mr
Robert Hillyer, Professor of Poetry at
Harvard University, gave the last
Poet's Reading of the season. Before
beginning to read, Mr. Hillyer gave the
clue to his verse-technique by
pressing the opinion that poetry s
be written to be heard, and not
Hillyer is, in following this idea, a dis-
ciple of Mr. Bridges, and, more re-
motely perhaps, of the Elizabethans.
The lyrics chosen from his two most
recently published books, The Seventh
Hill and The Halt in the Garden, were
more than faintly reminiscent of the
delicate harmonies and word patterns
of the Elizabethans. Some of these
were pure whimsy, but some lightly
skirted surprisingly deep and serious
masses of thought.
The climax of the afternoon was the
first part of Mr. Hillyer's newest poem,
, poem based on the
remembering a dis-
made to one, and
of the appropriate
grief and spinning that






On Easter Sunday, April 20, at 7:30
M., an Easter Vesper Service was
ild in Memorial Chapel. In this ser-
ce the Wellesley College Choir, as-
sted by the Wellesley College Chorus,
presented a program consisting of mu-
y the great German composer,
n Sebastian Bach. Mr. Beveridge
played as prelude Bach's splendid Pre-
lude and Fugue in G Major, following
the congregation sang for a
j Jean MacDonald, of the Wei-
faculty, gave a song recital ir
Billings Hall, Wednesday evening
April 16. Miss
l qualn v throughout. She has some-
lg even more rare, intelligence and
riety of interpretation.
Her program ranged from arias of
Torelli and Peri through Brahms,
Mozart, and the modern
French school, to modern English
songs. Purity of diction marked them
Especially convincing were the som-
e Ruhe meine Seele, by Richard





With a voice of such astonishing
nge, power, and beauty and variety
tone color, Miss MacDonald is es-
pecially suited to the singing of dra-
roles. Seldom has one listener,
st, heard a singer who unites so
charm with so much intelligence.
Walter Samuel Swisher.
GOOD FRIDAYVESPERS
The Musical Vespers Service held on
Good Friday offered one of the most
satisfying choral programs that it has
sen our pleasure to hear at Wellesley.
he program, including the recessional
ymn, consisted entirely of a cappella
nging by the Wellesley Choir, assisted
y members of the Harvard Choir, di-
eted by Mr. Beveridge. There was
n opportunity to hear women's voices,
len's voices, and the combined choirs
i some of the best Holy Week music
i i-n.
the
io written by John Wesley dur-
ing Bach's lifetime.
The first presentation by the Choir,
after the Invocation and Selection
eading, was of the song Come, Let
Us All This Day. The next, Dear An-
'tand Beside Me, was quieter, and
more sober charm. The accom-




, without losing i
me subordinated, ;
splendidly above i
The climax of the
rlie Miming of four i
cantata: Christ Lay i




second, with the running accom-
paniment, and sung in unison, was a
song of triumph. The third was bril-
while the fourth was a grand
noving paean, sung by the con-
gregation as well as the choir. The
LIZETTE W00DW0RTH REESE
Lizette
prominent figure in t
poetical scene, read fro
Friday afternoon. April
Among the selections chosen by Miss
Reese for the reading were a number
which are familiar to the most casual
peruser of modem anthologies, partic-
ularly the Christmas Folk Song and
the much-praised sonnet Tears. April
Weatlier, too, that perennial favorite,
was heard at the reading.
As the
service of the Catholic Church.
The program included three com-
positions by Palestrina, Adoramus Te,
Papule Meus, and Tenebrae Factae
Sunt, as well as Jesu Dulcis Memoria,
by Vittoria, Palestrina's ablest pupil,
Allegri's Miserere Mei, Dens, and Lot-
ti's Cruci/ixus. The performance of
this last deserves particular commend-
ation, since the utilizations of eight,
made it perhaps even more difficult
than the others.
The singing was exceptionally good.
e quality marked the
of the choirs, both when they






lowing the memories into which these
two themes lead him, the poet, as in-
evitably happens when one tracks
down memories, finds himself far be-
yond the visible reality of the earthly
Then, changing the mood of his pro-
<]ni- wuhin single poem, Mr. Hillyer
erses about an irritating
id too much money. This
the nr.-i the Miserere
the
>d. The clear enunciation the
ng, the careful interpretation, the
ess of attack, and the beautiful
blending of the voices (which in Pop-
ule Meus produced almost the effect of
impressive performance.
The trueness of pitch is especially
to be commended. Only once in the
program did the sopranos falter in this
respect. The wisdom of attempting
an unaccompanied recessional, how-
ever, is to be questioned, when such
deviation from the correct pitch takes
place in most of the parts.
modern imagistic verse as that
is from Tennyson, the pure lyrici;
Lizette Woodworth Reese reverl
indent inspiration of English
poetry—the orchard, the hill, and the
iside thorn blossoms. Couched in
most lucid and melodious forms,
simple words draw for their essen-
loveliness upon the seasonal graces
of the country-side and the immem-
longings of a home-loving race.
mpossible not to recognize that a
heritage of ballad and folk-song have
contributed toward her verse, in which
the rhythms are clear, simple, and sus-
ained, often with an effect of sheer
pontaneity: witness the opening lines.
Oh, hush, my heart, and take thine
.nd again she turns to the recurring
springs and summers of Maryland,
l their white thorn and lilac
ims; in no contemporary poetry can
found lines more faithful to the
rm of a peaceful land.
CORRECTION
the 'ollowum











rsday, Friday and Saturday
"Street of Chance"










It's an Old French
Custom !
to wear Lilies-of-the-Valley
on May first . . for happi-
ness and good luck! This
year Patou has made it very








street floor main store
•» •»
^
\ Hotel Martha Washington I
(Exclusively for Women) k
29 East 29th Street 30 East 30th Street Y
NEW YORK CITY <|
ll Residence for Those Coming ro T™ n tor Shopping, the Theatres A
Offered in New V "
DAILY RATES — NONE 1
Rooms with I
Rooms with Private I
- HIGHFR b
For One — $2.00 . $2.25 J
For Two— 2.50 . A
For One - $2-50 . 3.00 . 3.25 V
For Two- 3.00 . 3.50 . 4.00 1
Wellesley Guest House
9 Abbott St., Wellesley
Exclusively for the Guests of Students




WELLESLEY COL LEGE N EWS
TO REM
For Commencement comfort-
able home; will aceommodate
six. Price $100. Maid op-
tional. Telephone Wellesley
0567-R
win, who endeavored to solve he prob-
1880. when Dowden was writing
his twe -volume life of Shelley
The reason for the lack of
Paul and his fellow-seekers. no doubt
may b laid at the door of the Record
where Peacock found t
the ex stence of the letters. The au-
that evi
dence m Court of Chancery cases, fo
which purpose the letters were em
ployec was returned to the litigants
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
Out From Dreams and
Theories
On Tuesday, April 22, the Personnel
Bureau entertained a number of dele-
gates from the New England colleges
for women for a conference on voca-
tional information. The delegates in-
cluded a member from the staff of the
personnel bureau of each college, and
also one or more student members of
the student committees on vocational
ference opened with a formal luncheon
at Tower Court where the delegates
were the guests of Dean Tufts. After
luncheon a meeting was held in Shake-
speare House for the discussion of such
questions as "What kind of vocational
of this type?" "What are some of the
most effective methods of giving this
information?" and other related sub-
jects. The discussions were informal,
the speakers setting forth their experi-
ence for the benefit of the whole group.
Miss Donnan spoke briefly upon what
such a vocational committee could
mean to the college, and Miss Mabel G.
Curtis of the Women's Educational and
Industrial Union told of her confer-
ences with college girls and the obvious




Two representatives of the C. F.
Hovey Company in Boston are coming
to Wellesley on Monday. May 8, to in-
terview girls interested 1
executive training group.
Room I. Administration Building. Miss
Beers, the Educational Director, and
Miss Marion Gordon, Personnel Direc-
TRIP TO CHILDREN'S MUSEUM
Under the auspices of the Person-
nel Bureau a group of five students
accompanied by Miss Wood and Miss
Sturgis visited the Children's Museum
in Cambridge and the Children's Mu-
seum of Boston at Jamaica Plain Mon-
day afternoon, April 14.
plained the various activities which
are supervised by members of the
staff. The Cambridge Museum is a
part of the educational system of the
public schools; classes are brought by
their teachers for lectures to the small
one-stony building lent by Harvard
University for that purpose. The
staff goes to eighteen different schools
to give lectures, many of which are
illustrated by lantern slides. Outside
of school hours the children come to
see exhibits, and to participate in
special hobby clubs, such as the stamp
club and the spider club. This Museum
was originally planned to supplement
the work of the intermediate grades in
geography. It is now branching out
four to eight, but also the primary
grades and high school students.
The Museum in Jamaica Plain is a
private institution supported by in-
dividual contributions. The exhibits
are so arranged and labelled as "to
take the must and musty out of edu-
cation." The cards on each exhibit
rests the child's attention, instilling in
him a desire for in3ependence in study.
Here, also, there are several clubs—
for nature study and hobbies. The
visitors were much interested In a
stamp auction that was going on—the
highest bidder winning a much coveted
stamp for the large amount of seven
cents. Both Museums were filled with
(Continued from Page 1. Col.
And such research rev
among both parties English
leads the field, with history and French
running hard for second place. This
shows a noteworthy trend, inasmuch as
j' swincs away not only from the old
emphasis on the classics, but also from
the later tendency to stress the sciences
as basic factors in education—the lat-
ter trend manifesting Its influence in
freshman electives. Next, for the ex-
perimental generalist. come a curious
team—English composition, philosophy,
and biblical history, with the required
population subtracted—closely followed
by art. economics, and zoology. This
first group is assuredly sufficient proof
of the innate conservatism of the
younger generation of intellectuals to
obviate any current fears of radical In-
dependence of mind. The second
shows rather the desire of the average
student for studies applicable in some
way to later life. And the other de-
partments enjoy a degree of popularity
relatively equal though less than these,
with Greek and astronomy attracting
the fewest numbers.
For the specialist majors, however,
the order of the courses winning third
place is somewhat different:—biblical
history, philosophy, economics, art, and
English composition. Mathematics,
strange to say, precedes zoology, and
the rear is brought up by physics and
astronomy, straggling rather badly.
But since these circumstances are
merely the result of individual selec-
them for signs of the direction of the
wind of educational developments.
Another fruit of the study of college
statistics is the interesting
zoology, German. Italian, and
Spanish have received an amazing in-
flux of novices and devotees. Reading
asingly desirable.
. theory, and .again,
all. will t
.statistics differ not a whit in this fr
those of the most materialistic cen;
The only possible difference—and ei
this cannot be definitely proved—is







The World's Greatest Leather Stores
Boston, 145 Tremont Street
REPUTATION
lued from Page 4, Col.
Faculty
being asked i
believe and hope that no student or
.rent is concentrating her "full atten-
whole college is being carried away by
irrational "athletic enthusiasm." where-
e truth is that the majority of
people are not asked to take more than
ninutes of their time from aca-
No one who feels the cause is
unworthy is compelled to give anything.
5pite of all the interest which the
: of the editorial professes to have
in the intellectual side of life, it is evl-
from her burst of unfounded criti-
all. (See 1
which appeared in the Swimming Pool
ars.) Although I am one of the
people whom the editor would label as
being carried away by "athletic enthu-
siasm." I have managed to learn from
the amount of time I do spend on
mental development that a sense of
hie
liss Florence Converse
11 read from her poems





cabin . . .
LEVIATHAN
ThirdCabinontheLEVIATHAN,
World's largest Ship. ..the entire
bo.-on.leai.ina^if'iied to "Tourist
Third"... all its beautiful public
rooms and staterooms ... its ele-
gant, open upper deck social hall
which gives you a full sweep of
the sea ... its charming cloistered
smoking hall ... its vast open and
enclosed decks for play and prom-
enades
.
. . luxuries and epacious-
for this class. Second Class, as a
class, abolished . . . new Tourist
Thin. <:a l>in ruled "Grade A" and
the LEVIATHAN the only liner
toofferthispeerlessraimfi! Make




:e of such a one starting.
hope there will be no more mis-
m ideas about the drive, and I
thank the anonymous editor for this
chance of advertising the campaign, its
purpose and the way it is being carried
Florence C. Harriman,








Breakfast served If desire
April Values at the
IVY CORSET SHOP
A group of 8'inch Elastic














Dresses in the New Wash Silks
Prints and Plain Shades
New in Hosiery! Van Raalte Flextoe!
These stockings are improved so that they will fit any shape
foot perfectly. May we have the pleasure of showing
them to you? Price $1.95.
Girdles, Girdleieres and Bandeaux
Hosiery Repaired Invisibly.
Marylyn Shop
33 Central Street Wellesley, Mass.
cAppetizing!.
Liggetr's Fountain Service
.iggett s in tnc
selection ofmaterials
used in the prepara-
tion or* the various
beverages and edibles












Fri., April 25: "8
Chapel. Professor Jackson
-4:40 P.M. Billings Hall. Recital by
students in the Department of Music.
and Powder Club of Wesleyan Univer-
sity presents under the auspices of
Barnswallows The Dover Road by A.
A. Milne. Tickets, $1, on sale at El
Table Thursday, April 24, or may be se-
cured from Sarah Thomas. Shafer
Hall. Dancing after the play. 50c a
Sat, April 26: *8:15 A.M. Morning
Chapel. Dean Tufts will lead.
Evening. Alumnae Hall. Junior
Promenade.
Sun., April 27: "11:00 A.M. Memorial
Chapel. Preacher, Dr. Ashley Day
Leavitt, Harvard Church, Brookline.
>Ion., April 28: "8:15 A.M. Morning
Chapel. Leader, Miss Dorothy Cole '30.
Organist, Miss Priscilla Adams '33.
3:15-5:45 P.M. Whitin Observatory
will be open to all members of the Col-
lege for observing the eclipse of the
sun. The sun's image, formed by the
telescope, will be projected upon a
white screen so that a number of per-
Tues., April 29: "8:15 A.M. Morning
Chapel. Professor McDowell will lead.
8:1 \\;I
ham Booth Selbie, Principal of Man-
chester College, Oxford, England, will
speak on "Religion in the Modern
Life." (Department of Biblical History)
Wed.. April 30: *8:15 A.M. Morning
Chapel. Dean Waite will lead.
7:00 P.M. Eliot House. Christian As-
sociation meeting. Miss Dorothy Shu-
man '30 will speak on "Silver Bay Con-
Notes: "Art Museum—Exhibition of
French Pottery by Mile. Gastine, and
also of Color Prints loaned by the Met-
ropolitan Museum of New York.
"Library—South Exhibition Hall. Ex-
hibition of Browning Letters and Per-
sonalia continued.
'Open to the public.
historians tends
!..:•:! for i
Proms Swell Gardenia and Sweet Pea Sale;
Popularity of the Shrinking Violet Is Cone
"Who'll buy my flowers?" cries the sale of gardenias has exceeded
the beautiful chorus girl In oper- '"at
of all other flowers. Sweet peas
and run a close second - h°wever, for
their price is not prohibitive and
aven- seemmgjy ]ai-ge amounts of them
with mav be had for practically nothing,
in- For elections and occasions of all
y our kinds the college orders corsages,
easier Their size and shape varies with the
ettas reminiscent of Gilb
Sullivan. "Who'll buy mj
der?" questions the danc
pleading expression. "W
deed," says Fraser's, "will
flowers?"—which is a muc
question to answer than t
dramatic inquiries.
With one college, three
the
for
the skirts go down corsages
proportionally.
autumn and the winter
dull, although girls whoflorist shop
customers. A combination of spring ! are nature lovers or botanists at
and Easter, an uncontrollable desire
j
heart occasionally buy plants to
to have fresh, green things in one's brighten up their dreary rooms. As
room, and an unconquerable devo- Christmas approaches poinsettias
business tremendously these past
few days. Everyone clamors for
spring flowers—jonquils, daffodils,
tulips, hyacinths—anything that
looks fresh from the field and has
probably come from a long sojourn
in the greenhouse. Flowers are
sent everywhere, to the campus or
the village, to Texas, Long Island,
Chicago, or Connecticut. Every
ent calls forth :
Some kinds of flowers enjoy great
popularity, for varied reasons and
with contrasting results, The or-
chid, for example, receives more
longing glances, is more talked
about, and more coveted than any
other flower; yet, curiously enough,
it is carefully shunned by the ma-
jority of Fraser's undergraduate
customers. Sophomore-Freshman
proms, C. A.-C. G. and Barn recep-
tions result in a great demand for
gardenias, that excellent flower, so
fragrant, so charming in its pe-
culiar texture, so certain not to
clash with any colors, so compara-
tively reasonable in cost. This year
Lilly advism- lecenrs one. Bulbs are
popular in the spring, although they
are frequently unsuccessfully nur-
tured; witness the fact that their
purchasers return to buy plants of
the same family produced in the
greenhouse.
Wellesley does not reflect the
opinions of the outside world. The
yellow rose, there, is most common-
ly employed by the ardent suitor to
express his feelings to his lady love.
Here Valentine's Day brings a del-
uge of red roses from all eligible
university and college towns, not to
mention an occasional prep school.
Some girls receive more than one
offering from the same spot, which,
fusion. Sometimes, however, mes-
sages of a distinctly personal na-
ture are transmitted through the




tion, which is practically nevi
it grows forlornly, thinking
HARVARD FLYING CLUB GIVEN
INTERCOLLEGIATE AIR TROPHY
The Loening Intercollegiate Flying
Trophy was awarded for the first year
to the Harvard Flying Club. The
award is made for the greatest progress
during the year by flying students of
colleges and
In addition t(





right to keep the
he Harvard Flying
sh prize of $1000.
given to the Uni-
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the shoulders of exactly no one
In disarmament treaties, as
own integrity. Mud-slinging
cidedly out of place in the co
tion of a whole new order c
The position of each of the five na-
tions may perhaps be summed up in a
few sentences:
The United States entered the Con-
ference under the banner of partiy.
President Hoover's words, taken at
face value, promised our co-operation
to the nth degree. This country fa-
vored the abolition of submarines, but
rejected the proposal that battleships
be discarded, holding that in such an
eventuality Great Britain's cruiser and
armed merchantman strength would
imperil parity.
Great Britain, which stood behind
two of the most radical proposals—
the submarine and battleship meas-
ures—became early embroiled with
France, whose position determined the
eventual outcome of the conference
a rather important degree.
addressed certain committees of
French Chamber. In that address
stipulated that he would not at L
don consider the problem of naval
armament apart from that of land
armament, and that he would nc
gard the London Conference in any
contingency as more than a provision-
al agreement-maker leading up to an-
other conference to be organized by
the League of Nations (to which, of




it by other nations it can afford to dis-
arm. Because for a long time the
United States delegates refused even
to consider the possibility of a con-
sultative pact (whereby the nation in
difficulties could call the others into
conference for a consideration of her
position) the Conference reached a
deadlock; because Great Britain re-
fuses still to enter into a pact through
which she guarantees France pro-
tection in the Mediterranean and full
assistance with her navy, France is not
a signatory of the Treaty. It is perhaps
THE LAUREL
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Italians Remain I- inn
agreement that not signed by
If any nation has profited by the
Treaty it is Japan, who has been al-
lowed a larger ratio of cruisers, de-
she refused to discard, so backing up
France in that respect), because of
unsettled conditions between Russia
and China, which affect her position
more than that of any other nation.
for the way in which the foremost
diplomats of the world handled a
problem close at once to the hearts
and purses of their peoples. The spirit
of the early days died early also; post-
humous congratulations are slightly
cidedly premature. Only the other
day the Daughters of the American
Revolution drafted a resolution con-
demning all moves toward disarma-
pledging support to whatever pro-
grams of enlargement the government
undertakes for the national defense.
Said the President during the last
week: "I am greatly pleased. . . .






An Exhibit of College Fashions
To Be Held at
THE DISPLAY SHOP
May 1, 2, 3
... in which the new silhouette and the new
colours are presented in a variety of fash-
ions, carefully assembled to offer the perfect
costume for every type of college activity.
